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In an impressive ceremony Charles E. Shain was formally inducted as the sixth president of Connecticut College. The Inauguration was held on October eighteenth and nineteenth, and included in addition to the ceremony a lecture, a concert, and art exhibits. At 11 a.m. on October nineteenth the academic procession moved slowly into Palmer Auditorium; delegates from nearly 200 colleges, universities, and learned societies, including 21 college presidents and 19 deans, took part. Alumnae delegates from 42 classes were seated in the audience.

Following the Invocation and two Addresses, President Shain was inducted by Frazar B. Wilde, chairman of the Board of Trustees, who presented him with the symbols of the College — its charter, keys, records, and seal. President Shain, in his Response, accepted the authority and responsibility inherent in his new office.

continued
Professor Willard Thorp of Princeton brings greetings to President Shain (seated left) from President Goheen of Princeton. Also seated are Frazier B. Wilde, chairman of the Board of Trustees, and Hamilton Smyser, Professor of English.

Inauguration continued

In the Inauguration Address, Mr. Shain stated that "among the precious qualities that undergraduates bring to college are energy, will and hope, as well as brains, and that the supreme source of these qualities is the young person's moral ambition. It seems to me," he continued, "that the continuing duty of this college and others like it is to provide the setting and the plot for the training of the moral imagination, as well as the intellectual strengths of our time."

Before the Induction two distinguished guests addressed the audience. Mary Ingraham Bunting, president of Radcliffe, with President Shain.

Mary Ingraham Bunting, president of Radcliffe, with President Shain.
of Radcliffe College, presented greetings to Mr. Shain on behalf of the women’s colleges. She urged Connecticut College and other colleges to “make available at effective times and places the educational assistance now needed on a continuous basis throughout one’s life.”

Willard Thorp, Holmes Professor of Belles-Lettres at Princeton University, greeted Mr. Shain as a former teacher and one who has known him all his academic life. He spoke of the nationwide trend toward graduate study and the need for colleges and universities to expand their graduate programs. In closing he brought greetings, in Latin, to Mr. Shain from President Goheen of Princeton.

After the ceremony guests attended a Trustees’ Reception and an Inauguration Luncheon in the North Dormitory Complex. At the Luncheon representative guests and members of the College community presented greetings to the new president. Elizabeth J. Dutton ’47, president of the Alumnae Association, spoke on behalf of the Alumnae.

The official Inauguration began the evening of October eighteenth with the Henry Wells Lawrence Memorial Lecture, given by Alan Barth, editorial writer for the Washington Post. The program ended with a song recital by Helen Boatwright, soprano, which was held in the Lyman Allyn Museum.

Elizabeth J. Dutton ’47 (right), president of the Alumnae Association, with President and Mrs. Shain.
ALUMNAE DAY - October 6

President Shain talks with alumnae at the Reception.

A prospective alumna greets the new president.

Above. Otello Desiderata, Professor of Psychology, spoke at the Luncheon.

Below. Charlotte Crane, Executive Secretary of the Alumnae Association, presided at the Luncheon.
Excerpts from
President Shain’s Remarks to the Alumnae

YOU will understand, I know, that I feel a little shy on the occasion of my addressing the Alumnae for the first time. There is not much a new person can tell you old hands about your much loved and well understood College. May I only begin by saying that Mrs. Shain and I are finding it very easy to love and not as difficult to understand as some of my friends (mostly male friends) predicted it would be. I am very sensible of the honor — and the difficulty — of succeeding that remarkable woman, Rosemary Park. I have, as you will expect, some notions of my own about how to perform the duties of my new office. I have also, I hope, enough native cunning not to wish to trot them out so early in my tenure of office as this.

When I was being catechized last spring by the elders of your College, I was asked at one point what I thought was the whole duty of an Alumna. I replied, as I remember, that it was (1) to love Connecticut College with your whole heart and (2) to support it with as much of your means as you thought you could afford. (I think this was the order I put the two duties in.)

It occurs to me now that there might be a third duty: to become as interested and involved as you can be in the revolutionary changes that American education at all levels is going through. I have just returned from a meeting of the American Council on Education, a congregation of college presidents, who for almost fifty years have tried to serve as the nation’s conscience and central intelligence office on matters of higher education and national welfare. There we learned that government financial aid to higher education, chiefly to research facilities, faculty salaries and fellowships, will total over one billion dollars this year. Of America’s 2,000 educational institutions, only 400 are not directly involved with federal money and these 400 are chiefly theological schools and junior colleges.

This year one out of three resident college students will be living in government financed college housing. (Connecticut’s situation approximates this national average by virtue of student use of this complex of new buildings in which you are being entertained today.) Federal aid to education is being woven into the fabric of our national life.

I SAY this not to predict that Connecticut College is in danger of becoming federalized, not that it has in any way compromised its independence in accepting a federal mortgage loan, but only that we are entering upon some newly mounted scenes in our national educational drama. We still need Alumnae Annual Giving badly to keep this College strong. We still need the support of wealthy individual patrons and philanthropic foundations. But we seem to be entering an age when new public responsibilities will be devolving upon private liberal arts colleges.

‘Princeton in the nation’s service’ was the motto with which Woodrow Wilson challenged Princeton University when he felt a new spirit of national idealism rising in America fifty years ago. It has always been the ambition of Connecticut College to make its graduates’ lives productive and creative in the many ways that women’s lives can serve the national good.

But I think we shall be asked with each passing year to look harder than ever before at the role of the liberally educated woman, as a wife and mother, and as a force for serving the national welfare during the “third stage” (to borrow the language of Cape Canaveral) of her career.

I think the whole duty of a woman’s college to its alumnae is to take a continuing interest in all stages of her ascent into full maturity. The College has a legitimate interest in your continuing intellectual life, as I conceive these things. It can try to serve these interests in meetings, both on the campus and abroad in the land, and in the Alumnae News. It may even, one day, conceive it its pleasure and its duty to invite you back to this lovely campus for a summer’s refresher course, with or without your husband and your children.

I hope your old College has never seemed to you more beautiful, stronger, or more confident of its educational role. May we who are in charge here make you prouder of it each time you return, which will, I hope, be often.
For the student who regards math with fear and awe, a unique course

Introduction

to

Mathematical Thought

By JULIA W. BOWER
Professor of Mathematics

CONNECTICUT College believes that a liberal education should include an understanding of the Western Tradition in its main forms of thought and action. One of the general group degree requirements is, therefore, an introduction to the precise language of mathematics or logic. This may be fulfilled, among other ways, by a semester course called "Introduction to Mathematical Thought," which is intended primarily for students not majoring in the physical sciences. It is designed to show mathematics not as a tool or technique but as a creative form of abstract thinking.

This course differs from ones taught in any other institution, and is constructed in such a manner as to realize most effectively its aims. By doing mathematics well within their range of comprehension, we try to give the students sufficient acquaintance with the subject so that they can discern and appreciate its logical structure and learn to use its precise language. By actually developing some mathematics in class, we let the students experience its more imaginative characteristics.

Students frequently enter the course with a fear and awe of mathematics, an attitude incompatible with a true understanding of the Western Tradition. We hope to replace fear by the realization that mathematics is reasonable and understandable, and awe by the realization that the pursuit of mathematical ideas is a rewarding, though severely challenging, activity. The course is in no way remedial; neither is its content sufficient to include it in the regular mathematics sequence. It is not intended for either of these purposes. It is intended for the general student to be a liberalizing part of a liberal arts curriculum.

It was clear from the inception of the course that no text would be available for it. The "cultural" texts which have been published either contain so much material that the fundamental mathematical pattern is lost in trying to cover content, or else are too much taken up with the history of the subjects discussed.

Our course was given for the first time in 1934. Topics from abstract algebra, geometry, and set theory were used to demonstrate the nature and power of
the postulational method. The students found the work interesting, comprehensible, and challenging. Repetitions of the course indicated certain changes in content and made clear the value of duplicated material which might serve as text and discussion guide.

In 1959 a syllabus was placed in the hands of the students at the beginning of the course which replaced the material that had formerly been duplicated by session. The syllabus is essentially a set of expanded lecture notes with problems, and is usable only in conjunction with the class sessions.

Most of the work is concerned with progressively more complicated number systems. First a finite system is introduced; mathematicians would call it the field of residues modulo five. We say that we become temporarily queer creatures who can count only to five, and then must begin all over again with one. We use the familiar names and symbols $1, 2, 3, 4, 5$ for the elements of our new number system. To add $2 + 2$ we count on our fingers, "one, two," then go on "one, two" again, and find that we have reached the fourth finger. Hence in this system $2 + 2 = 4$. If, now, we add $3 + 3$ by this same method, we find that $3 + 3 = 1$. We construct an addition table to keep our results in well organized and easily usable form. We study the properties of addition in this number system. Next we define multiplication, make a multiplication table, and study the properties of this operation. A mathematician would say that we are using this simple, but unfamiliar, material to scrutinize the structure of algebra.

We introduce a new kind of number called a pair which consists, as its name implies, of an ordered pair of elements from our Five Element System. Properties of this system are derived from properties of the Five Element System, and students are taught to make formal proofs of their results. This is followed by the study of numbers consisting of ordered sets of four elements. The syllabus requires the students to show considerable independence in developing properties of addition in this new system, but gives help with the unfamiliar properties of multiplication in which the product of $a \times b$ often does not equal the product of $b \times a$. In all of this work the material is so simple that the labor of computation does not obscure the view of the inner structure.

Having experienced some discipline of logical usage, the students are prepared for the next section of the work, an introduction to the algebra of logic. Material on quantified sentences then lays the foundation for the study of the algebra of sets. In both of these topics only elementary results are obtained, for our purpose is to teach the students to comprehend and work creatively with simple mathematical concepts rather than to make them proficient in any specified field of mathematics.

JULIA WELLS BOWER, chairman of the Mathematics Department, is currently on leave for the year to write a text for her course designed for students not majoring in the physical sciences. She is working under a Carnegie grant at the University of Miami, where she has visiting scholar privileges.

The book will grow out of a syllabus first worked out by Miss Bower after a semester's leave in 1956. She hopes the book will help the students to "develop their skill in dealing with mathematical exposition" and to "realize that mathematics is a comprehensible part of their intellectual tradition."

T HE final section of the work diverges sharply from the earlier part. It is intended to use and test the mathematical sophistication of the students, and for this purpose it develops completely new material. After a survey of the first part of Euclid's Elements, using the Health translation, a change is made in one of the basic postulates and the resulting geometry is studied. We remember that in Euclidean geometry, through a given point not on a given line one and only one line can be drawn parallel to the given line. We change this postulate to say that through a given point not on a given line more than one line can be drawn parallel to the given line. The resulting geometry is a strange one indeed, and the diagrams we draw do not adequately represent our theorems. For instance, we draw a quadrilateral with three right angles. The picture looks like a rectangle, but our theorem says that the fourth angle really is acute and the sides adjoining it are longer than the sides opposite to them. The study of this geometry makes real to us the fact that Euclid's geometry is a mathematical abstraction, not an architectural system, and that its theorems are true not because drawings seem to confirm them but rather because they follow logically from the basic assumptions.

That the course content is well chosen is evidenced by the fact that the course has prospered and its enrollment has increased. Some of the students, majors in biology or psychology, have been encouraged to start formal mathematics training in connection with graduate work in their major interest. For the majority of the students, however, we have achieved only the goal set, namely the establishment of a desirable and intelligent attitude toward mathematics that will influence their work as teachers, parents, and citizens.
In this time of change
in the world of math

Who Teaches the Teachers?

By Alice T. Schafer
Professor of Mathematics

To provide supplementary training programs for 12,000 secondary school teachers of science and mathematics and a small group of elementary teachers and supervisors, the National Science Foundation (N.S.F.) has set up a program of in-service Institutes. Connecticut College was awarded a N.S.F. in-service Institute in Mathematics beginning in September, 1961, and this year received a grant to continue its work. The program aims to assist teachers who wish to increase their knowledge of the substance of science and mathematics and encourages colleges and universities to establish courses toward this aim.

The Institute in Mathematics conducted on the campus during its first year was highly successful. Forty-four junior and senior high school teachers from New London and vicinity enrolled in the course in the fall. The N.S.F. paid tuition for 35 of these and the College consented to let the other nine audit the course without fee, as requested by the N.S.F. Thirty-two of the group actually completed the course offered in the Institute. This is a very good proportion when one recalls how busy these teachers are with their own jobs and how many of them really did not have the background for the course offered.

Every teacher in the group had at least a Bachelor's degree, 24 of them with majors or minors in mathematics. All but eight had previously engaged in some postgraduate study, and nine had earned the Master's degree. There were seven chairmen of Mathematics Departments in the group, as well as some who were teaching for the first time.

A one-semester course in abstract algebra was given in the Institute. The group was so large and the backgrounds in mathematics so varied that it was split into two sections, one taught by Miss Bower and one by myself. Mrs. Quimby assisted with both sections: reading homework papers and holding office hours before tests for participants who wanted additional help.

The text was Introduction to Modern Algebra by N. H. McCoy. The first part of the course was devoted to a discussion of abstract algebra, followed by a discussion, with both sections together, of the School Mathematics Study Group texts for ninth and eleventh grade algebra courses. These discussions were conducted by the teachers themselves. At the end of the course the teachers not only had learned some abstract algebra but also felt much more confident than they had about their ability to teach the 'new approach' to algebra. Abstract algebra is a subject that has only recently been offered as an undergraduate subject. This means that most of the teachers taking the course had never had any abstract algebra.

Twenty-one of the teachers received M.A.T. credit for the course, that is, they obtained either an A or a B in the course. Some of these are having their credit transferred to universities where they have already began work on an M.A.T. degree; it is possible that some of the others will decide to work for an M.A.T. degree at the College.

The N.S.F. has awarded the College a grant to operate another In-Service Institute during this present academic year. Again we are offering a single course, this time the second semester of the work begun last year. There is one section of 25, enrollment being limited to those who successfully completed last year's course or to teachers who have the required background in abstract algebra. There were more than 15 applicants and requests for the first semester's work again. Of course the College has neither the grant from N.S.F. nor the teaching time in the Mathematics Department to honor these requests, but it is gratifying to know that there is interest in the surrounding schools in the courses taught in the Institute.

MRS. ALICE T. SCHAFER, Director of the Institute, was invited last summer by the N.S.F. to join a panel evaluating proposals for future Institutes. However, she was unable to accept because she was in Stockholm at the time attending the International Congress of Mathematicians as a delegate of the College.
"IT SEEMED TO ME that the sterile arithmetic program to which we exposed the creative, experimental mind of young children was nothing short of criminal." This statement by Beryl Sprouse Cochran, a mathematics major in the Class of '40, was no idle complaint. Beginning as a mathematics teacher in a Weston, Conn., public school, she was constantly "poking into the field of modern math," with which she is now occupied exclusively. She is also training teachers in the "new math."

THE NEW MATH

By Beryl Sprouse Cochran '40

"How much mathematics can the elementary school child learn?"

"Mrs. Boyce, do we have to count these ducks and chickens? Can't we write an equation to learn what makes eleven? □ + △ = 11,* then we can make a truth table with positive and negative numbers." A second child spoke up. "Oh yes, fractions too — and we can graph it."

Mrs. Boyce, a third grade teacher at H. C. Hurlburt Jr. Elementary continued

* x + y = 11
School, in Weston, Connecticut, gave her consent, and the class broke from the standard text for the third time that week; yet the material in the text was being covered. The next ten pages were concerned with teaching the "facts" of eleven. This class was using the text as a guide in their arithmetic program. Their deeper mathematical understanding of the arithmetic was coming from the Madison Project, which Mrs. Boyce presented one day a week as enrichment material.

This project is now in its fourth year in our school, having started as a seedling in 1959. In November, 1959, at a meeting of the School Mathematics Study Group, I met Dr. Robert Davis, Director of the Madison Project. He offered to do some demonstration teaching with Weston elementary students. In time he made weekly trips from Yale to Weston to teach Madison Project Algebra to four of our elementary classes. Thus was started a developmental program that has aroused great interest and enthusiasm both locally and nationally.

Dr. Davis, of course, is the guiding light for the program that is developing here. His deep understanding of his subject and his respect for the individual as a learner are the foundation upon which his work is built.

Associated with Syracuse University and Webster College, Dr. Davis began his work in the Madison Junior School in Syracuse. It is a two-year program in algebra suitable for presentation to children as early as third grade. A workbook of this algebra is available, but the text is constantly being revised and more chapters added as the present classes in Weston move ahead by leaps and bounds. It has been a constant source of delight and excitement to see the work of these children.

The techniques of the Madison Project are particularly interesting. Language communication skills are kept at a minimum. Individual participation runs high and the atmosphere in the class is often one of excitement. Much of the learning takes place through games. The value of creative interest is played up and specific drill is eliminated. The student learns mainly from his experiences in analyzing a sequence of problems and discovering for himself the common thread, i.e., the "secrets" that will help him solve problems.

Two years ago the program was expanded to include all classes. The arithmetic program is more or less the same as any elementary arithmetic program, but once a week we are trying to give the children the finest mathematical experience possible. Teachers have seen students in their own classrooms developing their own mathematical systems. The children are guided in their discoveries but the work is not sequenced so closely that the children must come to our conclusions. By taking giant steps now and again the child discovers concepts himself, devises techniques himself, and elaborates a mathematical system himself. He really knows how and why it works in a profound way that is not possible when the system is handed to him. The children learn by active participation.

The best math students have always developed mathematical ideas in their own heads. Professor David Page, of the University of Illinois Arithmetic Program, says, "One of the objectives of the new math is to get every child to think about mathematics in the way the best students always have." There need be no fear of developing peculiar mathematical systems because every mathematical system is a rational response to reality, an experience of a very fundamental sort.

Our teachers are now being trained to do this type of teaching themselves with their own class one hour a week. We have discovered that it is possible for the elementary or junior high class to develop for themselves the quadratic formula or to discover the slope-intercept pattern for linear equations. Our next step is to see if an elementary staff can handle this type of teaching. While it is unlikely, even in Weston, that a fourth grade child would ever see the equation, \[ y = 3x + 2 \], it is possible that the teacher, being aware of the knowledge needed to solve it, might easily lead and be led by the class to a graphic solution of it. The secret of this type of teaching is, of course, the teacher's deep knowledge of the subject matter and an awareness that good mathematical education will lead the student in time to invent or discover the various ideas and techniques that mathematicians have worked with for years.

These are exciting days in the teaching of mathematics. A teacher might go into class expecting to develop a formula for the area of a rectangle, but be led into a discussion of odd-shaped things with only two parallel sides and with the same area of the rectangle. The class might go on to develop a formula for the area of all trapezoids by the use of Lex's hinge law, named, of course, for the member of the class who devised the method. Or a novice third grade teacher might be confronted with a new way of subtracting:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
64 & 4 & 60 \\
-28 & 8 & -20 & 40 & \text{and} & -4 & = & 36 \\
& \overline{-4} & 40 \\
\end{array}
\]

A third grade teacher might say that one "can't take 8 from 4," but when a child suggests an answer of -4, many

\[^1\text{Robert Davis, Axioms for Arithmetic and Algebra}\]
"... the child discovers concepts himself"

faces brighten up. With a teacher alert enough to realize the importance of this insight, many bright-eyed children have a chance to develop their own mathematical systems. Many third graders prefer the child's method to that of their teacher, so the class in time learns two methods.

There are always surprises — and it is from these surprises that we are gaining knowledge and understanding of how children learn mathematics. The subject should be kept alive and vital, with a new discovery around each corner — for the child, and often for the teacher.

For the teachers the Project is especially exciting, for they have questions about the discoveries of their children. One hears them say, for example, "I can see that the distributive principle is always true so it's an axiom, isn't it?" or "The parentheses work so well I think I'll use them instead of commas in our language work for awhile," or "Why is it the children can't remember their rule for dividing fractions but can do the work three different ways?"

The children are enjoying themselves and learning a mile a minute; the teachers are finding it challenging to match wits with the children in all the various and devious ways that they find to solve problems. They are both discovering which ways happen to work and which have flaws. We are looking for ways to lead the children and the teachers into discovering flaws for themselves and to help them to find the necessary changes in the patterns which will make the discoveries universal.

HOW much mathematics can the elementary school child learn? We have by no means answered this question. But we do know that this Program is giving us a new approach to teaching as well as to mathematics, and it is receiving the enthusiastic support of administration, teachers, and students.
Everyone is talking about women these days. Educators, psychoanalysts, congressmen, sociologists — they seem suddenly to have awakened to the fact that the vitality and ability of the educated woman is too precious to waste. New programs for women are springing up; symposia and articles exploring their special problems abound.

Despite encouragement from many sources, women are not entering the professions in large numbers. In the field of medicine, for example 6% (15,968) of the total number of doctors (261,186) in the United States are women.*

The problems are obvious. At the age when most women marry and have children, the female medical student has to put in years of gruelling study and work. Even if she postpones marriage, there is inevitably some conflict between home and its demands and the pressures of a medical practice.

How does a woman doctor do justice to both her private and professional lives? What disadvantages can she attribute directly to being a woman? Would she encourage a young woman to go into medicine today? What are her satisfactions? Why did she go into medicine?

These and other questions were sent to a group of Connecticut College medical alumnae. Their responses were varied: enlightening, discouraging, blunt, inspiring, amusing. Roldah Northup Cameron '51 and Ruby Zagoren Silverstein '43, members of the News Editorial Board, solicited the material for and prepared the following article.

*Figures courtesy of the A.M.A.
Does the extraordinary amount of time required for the practice of medicine create conflict between the professional and private lives of these alumnae? H. Elisabeth Cherry '38 is one of a group of seven who staff the anesthesiology departments of two hospitals in Springfield, Mass. "We work by a schedule of 'on' and 'off' calls, thereby covering both these hospitals at all times. With this system we each have a certain amount of so-called free time. Since we adhere to a pre-arranged schedule, I find it relatively easy to manage my professional and personal activities."

Isabel Gilbert Greenwood '30 finds being the wife of the Assistant Bishop of Chester (England), formerly Bishop of Yukon, Canada, and the mother of five a full-time career in itself. Although she does not practice medicine, she writes, "I am glad I studied medicine. In my life as the wife of a missionary in Northern Canada for over fifteen years, my training has certainly given me an understanding of people and conditions of life, peoples' needs and conflicts that I would not have had otherwise."

Edith Lechner Murphy '47 has four children ranging in ages from six years to six months. Her field is internal medicine, but since 1959 she has done school examination work only. "I found it almost impossible with small children to practice efficiently. Minor illnesses and small problems at home were ignored or taken care of by someone else, but emergency calls and night work completely disrupted our household. The satisfactions of practice were great. Meeting and helping people, the constant challenge of proper diagnosis and treatment. Medical practice can be difficult to forget when returning to the role of housewife and mother."

On the other hand, Muriel Hanley Bagshaw '47, who specializes in pediatrics and neuropsychological research, says, "The obvious problems of double responsibility are soluble in my view. First, I try to be realistic about what I can do professionally, i.e. time, emotional involvement. Second, I plan carefully for all contingencies, mainly by having adequate help at home. Third, I devote almost all time outside job to husband [hers is associate professor of radiology] and to three children, not to housework." By following these self-imposed rules, she is able to ski and camp with her family, be a Girl Scout leader and speak on pediatric subjects as well as be a member of the faculty at the Stanford Medical School in Palo Alto.

The particular satisfaction and unpleasant aspects of their profession were outlined by several of the M.D.'s. Writes H. Elisabeth Cherry, "I do thoroughly enjoy my profession. It has become not 'work' but a part of my life." She continues, "I feel that almost every type of work . . . must necessarily have some unpleasant aspects, whether these be..."
frustrations experienced in situations beyond individual personal control, deep concern in moments of stress, disappointment in results achieved or foregoing some personal pleasures. Such unpleasant experiences are, though recurrent, only temporary. They are minimized . . . by innumerable rewarding occasions and serve only as a challenge. I have experienced no particular advantage in training or practice attributable to being a woman. The only disadvantage which comes to mind at the moment is not being able to participate in the gossip sessions in the men's dressing room!"

Shirley Austin finds her particular satisfaction as a doctor in independence. "Whatever I do and however long it takes and how well it is done depend on my own desires and ability, not someone else's. The unpleasant aspects are the hours on call and limitations imposed by administrations (federal down to hospital) on economics or policy of which they have no knowledge." Mary Hall enjoys "being of service to those in need and being an active part of a rapidly growing and exciting science" but regrets the lack of time "to grow and develop as a person rather than just as a doctor."

"I am glad to have chosen a profession that is challenging and that can never become routine," says Ruth Anderson, a Boston osteopath. "There are always problem cases and conditions to keep one interested and because of research—new developments every year — an incurable condition may at any moment become curable. I am also glad to be in a profession that has no retirement age."

Muriel Hanley Bagshaw says there is "no basic unpleasantness," only the "increasing complexity of modern science and the feeling that there is so much one can't keep up with. The physician, whether in private practice or academic medicine, can work twelve hours a day and still feel behind in his work. The problem of having to control carefully one's commitment of time, especially if this has to be temporarily completely curtailed, seems to be the only recurrent difficulty I've observed among all my women colleagues." She does add that "the many courtesies and expressions of respect from colleagues far outweigh the comments of a few blunt persons who deride women in medicine. However, double duty is a big job, though I would not class it as a real disadvantage. One gets double satisfactions."

SHOULD American women be encouraged to enter the medical profession? "Not with the present social and economic set-up. In Russia today, it is a woman's profession; in the U.S.A., it is a man's," comments Helen Ferguson. Josephine Emerson Stiles disagrees: "We need more doctors and there is a definite opening for women." H. Elisabeth Cherry says, "There just aren't enough people considering medicine as their choice of life's work," and A. Parks McCombs adds, "There are more demands for women in medicine than there are women to fill them. Med school is hard work but it can be managed." Shirley Austin, another anesthesiologist, adds, "I wonder about people going into the profession today with the prospect of salaried medicine in the offing . . . a different type of individual is going into it, I fear." Ruth Anderson stresses the necessity for a deep desire to be a doctor lest a woman find the road too long and hard, and she worries that the prohibitive cost of a medical education may be eliminating otherwise qualified candidates.

Having met the doctors, we find them a remarkably modest group. In addition to carrying the load of a demanding and difficult profession, they are able to list as their diversions such things as music, the theatre, gardening, language study, community activities, photography and travel.

Can Connecticut College take any credit for having helped to nurture and develop these ladies? Most of the doctors agree that there are many advantages to having studied at the College. Muriel Bagshaw sums it up: "Special bouquets to the faculty for the individuality of interest in students and for teaching the principles of knowledge rather than mere facts; also the independent work habits learned at the College are essential for graduate study."
The
Trustees’ Corner

By MARY FOULKE MORRISSON
Secretary of the Board

THIS Board meeting was our first with our new President, Mr. Charles Shain, and we gave him a warm welcome. He and Mrs. Shain are all settled and we hope they feel as much at home as they seem to be.

The business before us consisted mainly, of course, of reports on work that had been undertaken before he came, the School of the Dance being the first item. It was their fifteenth year under our sponsorship and they celebrated with a beautiful and varied program. After full discussion Mr. Shain said he hoped we would continue the School "since it is the one national phase of American culture on the campus and carries the name of the College into the best high schools and colleges of the country." The Trustees agreed and voted to continue it for 1963, making every effort to gain financial support for it from friends of the College. Such summer activities as the Remington Rand School have been a substantial source of revenue as well as a considerable public service. We did not have any this past summer.

Much work at the College has been done — finishing and furnishing the new dormitories and refectory (Miss Voorhees did a remarkable job on this); installing the telescope on top of Bill Hall, to the joy of our moon watchers and would-be astronomers; remodelling Thames as a home for the entire English Department; remodelling North Cottage; repainting and waterproofing Fanning and the Auditorium, to say nothing of details like the new tennis courts and a heavy program of general repairs.

We voted to recondition and furnish Branford, Plant, and Blackstone and they will be ready in the fall, thus bringing our student body, now 1,274, to a possible 1,307. Housing is good; 76% of the girls are in single rooms and there is no overcrowding.

In spite of all this great activity the budget showed a small surplus. Miss Raborn is a wonder! This year’s budget for the first time will be a deficit one, needing monies from our Contingency reserve to balance it (we have the money). The reason is that payments on the interest, principle and reserves on the government loan for the new dorms began before the increase in the student body which supports them. Next year will be easier, especially with the three original dorms back in use.

Following recommendations from the Education Committee and the Faculty we appointed Miss Rosemond Tuve as the first Henry B. Plant Professor, and approved a restatement of the Academic Tenure Regulations.

Miss Finney, Director of the Graduate School, including Connecticut College for Men, reported an enrollment of 35 — 21 men and 14 women, working in six departments. Some come direct from undergraduate work and are usually involved in the work-study programs. We have a few women teachers and women studying to be teachers. Many work at Pfizers or General Dynamics while studying Chemistry, Zoology, Psychology and Economics. This work seems to be developing well and is a real help to persons working in the area who greatly desire advanced degrees.

After the meeting we explored the new developments on the campus and then went to the Shains’ for cocktails and a delightful dinner. Mrs. Shain has made a warm and welcoming place out of their house and she is a great addition to the College community. We look forward to many years of constructive and happy work together.

You will hear about the Inauguration from others but I do want to register our appreciation to Miss Eastburn and her committee for their skillful handling of the myriad details involved which made it all go so smoothly. And wasn’t it nice of the weather to come up with such a golden day!

---

PANTHER

Sleek as sea-silvered driftwood, derelict,
The panther lies relaxed against her cage,
Eyes brooding on an oleander bush
Which lately blazed through jungle foliage,
Until, distraught, unsheathing feral claws,
She rends her keeper with her satin paws.

So bland green waters of the Gulf may lap
Against the scalloped confines of the shore,
But with a west wind in their crested manes,
The furious breakers charge them with a roar,
Leaving lagoons the great white heron wades,
And lesser islands in the Everglades.

For violence, most inscrutable, resides
In men, in beasts, in storm winds and in tides.

— ALISON HASTINGS THOMSEN '19
Sadie Benjamin Retires

SADIE Coit Benjamin, Class of '19, retired this past fall after 21 years of service in the Alumnae Office. Members of the College community honored her at a tea given in the Sykes Alumnae Center. Mrs. Benjamin has the unique distinction of having been a member of the College community under all six presidents — as a student under Presidents Sykes and Marshall and as a staff member under Presidents Blunt, Schaffter, Park and Shain.

During her freshman year, Mrs. Benjamin commuted from Norwich, boarding the trolley at 6:45 for the hour's trip to New London. She served on the constitution committee for the new student government association, was a member of the German club and accompanied the College string quartet. Her daughter, now Mrs. Joyce Benjamin Gloman, is also an alumna of the College.

Charlotte Crane, Executive Secretary of the Alumnae Association, writes of her: "Sadie Benjamin is that rare person who combines competence with a sensitivity to people. As one who has known her for many years and worked closely with her for the last five years, I am witness to the fact that she has left her imprint on the Alumnae Association as a loyal alumna and as a member of the Alumnae Office staff whose standards of performance will always be a challenge.

"The affectionate best wishes of all alumnae and her colleagues on campus go with her as she starts a period in her life when she will have time to do the many things which a professional life has precluded.

"It gives us in the Alumnae Office a feeling of security to know that Sadie lives close by in Quaker Hill. When all else fails, we can still call on her limitless fund of knowledge to help us out."

Guest of Honor: Sadie Benjamin '19 attends a tea in her honor. With her are (left to right) Charlotte Crane '25, Executive Secretary of the Association, Arthur W. Quimby, Professor of Music, and Kay Moss '24, former Executive Secretary.
The Agnes Berkeley Leahy Alumnae Award 1963

1. This award shall be made to one or more alumnae who, in the opinion of their fellow alumnae, best represent those whose services to the Connecticut College Alumnae Association most deserve recognition. Not more than three awards shall be made in any one year.

2. To qualify, candidates must have been members of a class which has been graduated at least fifteen years, and may not be current members of the Executive Board nor currently employed by the College.

Please note: An alumna shall be judged by her activity in any or all of the categories mentioned below. The candidate should not know of the plan to nominate her, and therefore information in support of candidacy should be sought from other sources.

CUT ALONG THIS LINE

I present the name(s) of ........................................... Class ..............

Address .................................................................................

Name ................................................................. Class ..............

Address .................................................................................

Alumnae Class Activities of Candidate(s)

(Activities engaged in during student days are not pertinent to this information)

Alumnae Club Activities of Candidate(s)

Alumnae Association Activities of Candidate(s)

Other Information or Comment

Use additional paper if necessary

Submitted by ........................................... class

Address .................................................................................

Send before April 1, 1963 to:
1919

Correspondent: Mrs. Enos B. Comstock (Juline Warner), 176 Highwood Ave., Leonia, N. J.

Alumnae Day on October 7 again featured a miniature class reunion with Virginia Rose on hand to formulate plans for our forty-fourth next June; Sadie Colt Benjamin, freshly retired from the Alumnae Office, was for the first time sitting uninterrupted at lunch with us instead of registering late alumnae; Lulu Ackley Collier, Irma Hutzler, Marion Rogers Nelson, Esther Barney Cottrell and I were also present. We saw the campus on the north end with its spread of modern dormitories beyond the reservoir, including new dining room space for six dorms or for one consolidated gathering, view windows from floor to ceiling in the modern lounges, and variegated color panels blending with the surrounding autumn foliage. There was time for a class or two, some in renovated Thames, where kitchen and refectory have given way to subdivided classroom space.

Florence Lennon Romane has moved into a small apartment on her Hartford property to make room for Stephen and his bride, Nellie Uccello of Hartford, married July 28. Florence, retired, is still doing part-time teaching and enjoys her semi-leisure.

In a recent letter to the College fund committee, Mr. William Stericker of Upper Darby, Pa., wrote: "The enclosed contribution is made in memory of my wife, Doris Taylor, who died on March 13, 1960. She felt that she got a great deal out of her year at Connecticut. It was too bad that she was unable to continue with her work there."

1920

Correspondent: Mrs. Daniel Pease (Emma Wippert), 593 Farmington Avenue, Hartford 5, Conn.

From her sister in Farmington, Conn. and from Martha Houston Allen ’21 of Charleston, N. C., we hear that Harriet Allen left Charleston in April to go to her former home in Four Mile, Fla. After her son Tony's first years of graduate study at Tulane, Harriet and her three sons moved to British Columbia. Tony plans to be a geologist. Harriet's other son, Joe, is in the army stationed temporarily at Fort Belvoir, Va.

President Miss Howard urges us to condition ourselves for our reunion in 1961. Reunion chairmen, Kay Hubert Hall and Alice Horrax Schell will send details later. Miss Howard has one more year before retirement.

Helen Gage Carter and Rachel Smith ’21 spent a week with her this past summer. Kay is free lanceing in crewel embroidery designing, in addition to her job at Bonwit Teller, and won first prize for a design last spring in NYC. Dave Cooper writes: "In April Jessie Menzies Luce and Petra Perley Reiche came to visit Agnes Mae and me. We went to Betty Poickets' for lunch one day; to Dot Drummond's another; to Anna Mae Brazos Chalmers for Sunday night supper. Agnes Mae had the whole crowd for a picnic supper and we entertained for our wedding anniversary. We have a new granddaughter born to our Jim and Lori on August 5.

Fern Smith Hinz and Ken have returned from Huntington, L. I., where they visited daughter Dorothy Ransom and family: a daughter, Sarah Bushnell Ransom, 3 1/2; and twins born June 20, Stanley Austin Ransom III and Rebecca Phelps Ransom. Marion Gammons daughter Marion is Program Assistant in the Division of Private Organizations of the Peace Corps. She is enthusiastic about her job, has her own apartment, and is planning to continue on page 23.
America’s Cities: The Quality of Urban Life in America for the Next Generation

1. The general history of American cities and their probable future histories.
2. The look of the city; its aesthetic; the controversial aspects of city planning.
3. The ways in which the quality of our individual and social lives will be affected by physical environments; city government, class wars, the issues involved in accepting or avoiding civic responsibility.

THEME FOR

ALUMNAE COLLEGE

Thursday and Friday

June 13 and 14
The Dr. J. C. Taylor Groves  
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Perry, Owners and Operators  
Lorena K. Taylor ’26  

INDIAN RIVER RIDGE CITRUS  
Box 86, Wabasso, Florida

10% of fruit prices of orders from alumnae of Connecticut College will go to the 1962-63 Alumnae Annual Giving Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRICES FOR FRUIT:</th>
<th>Bushels</th>
<th>Half Bushels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Oranges (Pineapple, Temple or Valencia in season) or Tangerines</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh Seedless Grapefruit</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Gift Pack — (same fruit as above but including tropical jellies, candies and/or pecans)</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10% discount on fruit price of season orders (5 or more, at one time or at intervals, ordered by one party).

EXPRESS RATES to Conn., R. I., Mass., N. Y., N. J., Pa., Ohio, Ill., Ind. — (other states on request):

- Per bushel, in cartons — $3.05 in baskets — $3.20.
- Half bushels, in cartons — $2.10 in baskets — $2.20.

Specify whether carton or basket desired.

Ask for express savings on lot shipments to one address.

Contest Continues — Give us ten names, all new, of citrus-hungry folks you know. If two orders we receive, a FREE basket to you, if you please!

(Do you wish your name used?)

Note: We are pleased to report that orders from Connecticut College alumnae have increased substantially since we started this offer. Thank you. L.P. ’26
CLASS NOTES continued

Coming back?

June 14, 15 and 16

'19, '20, '21, '38

'55, '56, '57, '58, '59, '60, '61

people with branches throughout the country and abroad, it does much government work along peacetime lines.

Don't forget reunion in June. You'll hear from Bobby, chairman.

Our sympathy goes to the family of Louie F. Lee, who passed away in September.

1922

Co-Correspondents: Mrs. David H. Yale (Amy Peck), 579 Yale Ave., Meriden, Conn.

Marjorie E. Smith, 181 Irving Ave., Providence 6, R. I.

Gertrude Triang had a summer at the beach, "running a young hotel — the family homestead — with marketing and cooking and keeping people comfortable." Gert was in Miami in November for her oldest brother's birthday, a family reunion. In July Helen Crofoot went to Yellowstone and Colorado and spent a week in Phoenix, Ariz. Gertrude Averly Krout wrote from Lake Oneongo in Ontario, Canada, that she and Ralph and David were camping at her sister Elizabeth's camp. Bobby also received CC's Agnes Berkeley Lesby award for distinguished alumnae service.

Dot Pryde sent a card from Sweden. She had already been in Holland, Germany and Denmark and planned to go to Norway and to visit cousins in England and Scotland. Gladys Beebe Millard's Fred retired in October. They live in New Canaan. In May my son left GE to become manager, computing laboratory, C.E.-R Inc., at their technical service branch in Atlantic City, N. J. A service company formed by MIT

Our president, Mrs. Rufus A. Wheeler (Olive Holcombe), 208 First St., Scotia 2, N. Y.

There were 29 of our class at our 39th reunion in June, some for a short time but most for all the doings. Two of the highlights were our class picnic Saturday noon at Al Holcombe's lovely home in Quaker Hill and the Alumnae banquet Saturday night when Miss Park gave her last talk to the College.

Several who could not get back sent word to the committee. Lavinia Hull Smith said CC friends visit them often in the Bahamas. Jane Gardiner sent best wishes. Peg Bristol Vincent had recovered from a broken hip and more recently a broken leg. This year they celebrated their 37th anniversary and report 15 grandchildren. Ebel Adams had just finished working on a doll show. Bing Eddy said: "I'm putting in writing here and now the fact that after retirement I expect to become a splendid alumnus." Rheta Clark was going to the American Library Ass'n convention.
in Miami. Helen Higgilil Bunyan was recovering from a prolonged kidney affliction. Adelaide Satterly Tuhill of our younger daughter, Ann. Our older son and family in Germany. California in June. She lost her husband Lewi. Their eldest daughter, Wendy, born to Jean Kelbourn Thiel with her husband, daughter Joan and son Jerry (both college students) spent a vacation in Bermuda in September. Barbara Brooks Bixby has four grandchildren. Her son received his Master's degree from Harvard Business School this June and has gone into business with his father. He and his family live near Babys, her daughter is married and lives in Pennsylvania. This summer I took a cruise on the Great Lakes, spent some time swimming and sailing at Nantucket and paid short visits to Kay Dauchy Bronson and Leontine Oakes Rogers. A fine article about Mrs Park, written by Frances Green, appeared in the Worcester Sunday Telegram on May 2.

1927

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. L. B. Gatchell (Connie Noble), 6 The Fairway, Upper Montclair, N. J.

Lyda Chatfield Suddah sent a picture of her handsome son, George, grinning at his wife Carol, daughter of Grace Parker '26, as she pins the coveted naval aviation wings on his uniform. The couple will be stationed at Whiskey Air Base, Oak Harbor, Wash, for the next three years. Eleanor Chamberlin played a major role as Regional Agent of the Alumnae Annual Giving Program. Betty Trelawny Iverson, one of Eleanor's Class Agents, writes: "My son Bill, a 1st Lt. in the Air Force, is stationed in Frankfurt, Germany in the Military Transport Service, and flies on missions to cities in Europe, the Near East and Africa, carrying diplomatic and military VIP's." Betty's daughter Marion is looking forward to graduation from CC in '63 and her wedding the following week. Emily Koehler Hammond is in great demand by the New Jersey clubs for giving nature talks on rock gardens, ferns and terrariums. Recently at a convention of the American Fern Society in Vermont, she was invited to speak about her own work with ferns. Marietta Alden Wooding writes that Ruth Stevens Thomas's son David, a Williams graduate, was married on Sept 8 to Ann, daughter of Elmo Dechard '28. Francie Heidt Learned, now a happily married Mrs. Morris Brown, has a lovely home in Santa Barbara, Calif. Dot Harris Clark is sharing the same address with Kiny Sembrada Couse in Albuquerque, N. M. Ruth Battey Silver is her husband's secretary in their business. They have "a place in the country," three lively grandchildren, and an unmarried daughter who works in town. Frances Joseph spent a week in Switzerland after seeing Paris, the Riviera, London and Rome. Florence (Bony) Hopper Letich has moved to Clearwater, Fla., where she enjoys swimming in the Gulf of Mexico.

I'm leaving for the college on Miami Shores where my daughter is getting her M.A. via a teaching career, then on into the Flamingo Area of the Everglades with my camera to shoot some wildlife. Will be home to preside at the next meeting of the CC club here.

1928

CORRESPONDENT: Leila Stewart, 517 Albert St. SE, Huntsville, Ala.

MARRIED: Marion Pierpoint to Professor Emeritus Benjamin J. Brown on Mar. 9 in Waterbury, Conn. William G. Hicks Jr. USCG, son of Hazel Gardner Hicks an
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The chain of circumstances, from a long-time friend of mine living at Wantagh, L. I., the class learns that Shirley Vogel Cregan passed away five years ago. Her husband died last year. Their one daughter, now 16, lives with relatives.

1930

CORRESPONDENT: Marjorie Ritchie, 95 Myrtle St., Shelton, Conn.

John and Ruth Jackson Webb were in Boston for the wedding of their son Jackson and Alice Lee Pratt of Chestnut Hill on Feb. 3. John is a senior at Columbia where he is a member of St. Anthony Hall. Roderick, Ruth's other son, graduates from Yale Law School in June and is going to England for further study. Elizabeth Weed Johnson's daughter Carol, who was valedictorian of her class at Stonington High School, is a freshman at CC. Norma George Murray's daughter Margot graduated from the Univ. of Wisconsin in June and was married in September.

Helen Barbara Bishop, her husband, and teen-age Linda live in Florida, where each has a horse and enjoys riding. Helen Oakley Rockhold returned East last fall and lives in Bronxville. Daughter Carol is a sophomore at Wellesley and Alan graduates from Principia High School in St. Louis in June. In the Post Office, Helen and Samuel Barry Hildebrandt, recognized each other after all these years. Betty Webster Himman has a new house on the lake at Winnieka, Ill. Betty's four children are married and she has nine grandchildren. Elizabeth Dobell Searle bought a new house, in another village of the town, where she is town clerk. Mildred Meyer Dowar's daughter Susan is at Cedar Crest College in Allentown. Mil is secretary to the office manager of a large corrugated container company. Mil and Jim and their fourteen-year-old cocker lead a quiet life until Sue comes home and changes the routine. Janet-years-old cocker lead a quiet life

Wendy, the youngest of their four to enter graduate school at the Univ. of Wisconsin in May, is town clerk. Mil is secretary to the office manager of a large corrugated container company. Mil and Jim and their fourteen-year-old cocker lead a quiet life until Sue comes home and changes the routine. Janet-years-old cocker lead a quiet life

The class extends its sympathy to their daughter and son-in-law and niece. Their one daughter, now 16, lives with relatives.

1931

Co-Correspondents: Mrs. Herbert C. Schoof (Dorothy Cluthe), 2730 Picardy Place, Charlotte, N. C.

Mrs. Arthur G. Lange (Rosemary Brewer), Somerville Road, Basking Ridge, N. J.

Viv Noble Wakeman's son Barry graduates from Juniata College and enters graduate school at the Univ. of Indiana in the fall. Viv and Dave took a trip to Japan early this year to visit their daughter and son-in-law and new grandson. They included Hong Kong and rested up in Honolulu. Son Pete was married in February before going into the Air Force in San Antonio, Texas. Nan, their youngest, will soon be a candidate for college.
1933

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William R. Comb-
er (Helen Peasley), 1720 York Drive, S. E., Grand Rapids 6, Mich.

Marion Agnew Kirk sent a card from Mexico, where she was on vacation. Her youngest, Jim, is a freshman at RPI and she is enjoying her new freedom. She and John have traveled around the world in the fall. One of the latest boat designs by Tom Gillmer, Anna May Derge's husband, was featured in the last National Boat Show in N. Y. It is the Sea Wind, a 24'-

1936

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Vincent N. Ham-
ersten (Shirley Durr), 150 Benvenue St., Wellesley 81, Mass.

Sheila Caffrey Brouchler, Dottie Vinian Hughes, Pete Spalding Scott, Janet Soer-

1937

CORRESPONDENT: Dorothy E. Baldwin, 109 Christopher St., Montclair, N. J.

 Mildred Garrett Netz's eldest daughter, Susan, married Norton Stevens of Darien, Conn. three years ago and now has a 2-

1938

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William B. Dolan (M. C. Jenks), 7 35 Great Plain Ave., Needham 29, Mass.

Doris Bacon Ormsby has moved to New Castle, Del., where she is teaching French at the William Penn High School. In con-

nection with a Savings Bank Convention and visit to the Seattle World's Fair last May, Bea Ennequist Stirratt had the thrill of standing by the space shuttle, the "Flyin' Burrito." While the west coast, Bea and Ken had a lovely visit with Bill and Betty Brewer Wood in Orinda, Cal. Peggy Sixx Kingsbury's daughter Barbara is a sophomore at the University of Arizona. She has also a daughter in 8th grade and one in 6th, Mary Stewart Bosqui-

and her family spent an enjoyable month in New Hampshire. Virginia Denel went to New England and spent a cool off after attending a convention for Zonta International in New

Ginny is president of the Buffalo chapter. Theodore Hobson and Mario Coulter of the World's Fair and Vancouver together this summer.

After returning to San Francisco they got together with Emma Moore Manning, Shirley Cohen Schrager had a wonderful wild trip to Alaska via the Alcan Highway. After covering 12,400 miles in 41/2 weeks, she says "never again."

Ellen Cronbach Friedman got her M.A. in clinical psychology in June and is now at work on a research project at the state hospital. Her daughter Leigh is a sophomore at Radcliffe and her son is a high school junior, Priscilla Cole Duncan and her husband Jim run a radio station and spend their spare time flying. They are both licensed com-

commercial pilots.

Adelyne Giffin Wilson and her husband have just returned from a trip to Hawaii with which they fell in love and where they would like to live. They are both teaching, Paul in junior high and Adelyne in 5th grade. Their oldest daughter Sheila is in UCLA. Shelly is a junior in high school. Elizabeth Church Fuchst has just entered her daughter in Elmora College. The GOP and PTA along with Community Chest keep her busy. Lenore Carabba Grif-

fio's daughter Louise Ellen graduated from Bradford Col. College and her husband Jim went to Finch College. Lenore visited California a year ago, where she saw Barbara Martin Lee. Lenore is still in the insurance business and "girl Friday" in her work at Barbara Fawcett Shreiber's son graduated from Center College and her three daughters graduated from high school, junior high and kindergarten respectively. Her oldest daughter has graduated. While Green State Univ. Barbara is chairman of the lay advisory committee to the school administration in Canton, plus second year as president of Girl Scout Council, twentieth year on Red Cross Board, second year as recording secre-

tary of Malone College Woman's Committee and superintendent of the primary department of Sunday School.

1935

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. John B. Forrest (Betty Lou Bozell), 198 Larchmont Ave.,

After five years in Darien, Betty Oster-

man, Bushay still misses the relaxed way of life in California. The oldest daughter is married and about to make them grand-

parents; Christine is a sophomore at the University of Wisconsin; and "we also have a little boy, Jack, the delight of our old age, who is in the 4th grade. I spend my time with a part-time job in the Darien Library, very rewarding and engross-

ing. We spent last October in Italy, and have rented a fraternity house on the Stanford campus in Palo Alto for a month's summer vacation." Adelaide Rochester Smith reports plenty of work and excitement moving to Tarry-

town ten days before Christmas. Son John, a freshman at Ohio-Wesleyan, is basketball coach of an outstanding team. Hazel Dewel Holden and family are spending the summer at their log cabin in Brie Hill, R. I. Son Roger, stationed at Ft. Lewis, Washington, has announced his engage-

ment and plans a late summer wedding. Judy is entering University of Wisconsin in the fall as a junior transfer. Ruth Fairf-

eld Day's husband is going to visit Russia to do some cancer research. Kay Woodward Carney is a grandmother, her daughter having had a baby boy.

Betty Lou Bozell Forrest reports on her active family: husband Johny had a long trial in the winter and has been three months "writing what they ludicrously call a brief" — 50 odd pages and still going strong. Donald is getting his M.S. at Cal Tech in early June, flying home for ten days, then spending the summer at the Montclair School of Languages. He'll enter Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton in the fall to work toward his Ph.D. Patty is struggling through her junior year of high school, doing too much on the extra-curricular side to the detri-

tment of her marks."
Pierce, up from Pennsylvania to show her daughter the campus. Jean has two married sons and one granddaughter.

See you ALL in June.

The sympathy of the class is extended to the family of Ellen Curtis Holt, who passed away.

1940

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Howard M. Tuttle (Annette Osborne), 2290 No. St. James Pkwy., Cleveland Heights 6, Ohio.

In June Mary Liz Heady Williams attended a high school graduation, a junior high graduation and an 8th grade graduation on a split second schedule. Her eldest son is now a freshman at Washington and Lee. ETHELL McGILL Alumni and her son Tom feel like world travelers after several weeks abroad. Frances Kelley Bump says those attending reunion had a fine time. Hazel (Snoopy) Rowley Collard is busy ranching in California. Pennsylvania held a daughter at Connecticut this fall, a son at the Univ. of Minnesota and a 12-year-old Boy Scout. Still she finds time to be a chairman in the Committee on Education and president of the Theta Chi Mothers Club at the University. Peg BaddMcCubbin's husband is Commanding Officer of the Coast Guard Air Detachment at the Naval Air Station, Barbers Point, Oahu, Hawaii. Their son plans to enter the Univ. of Hawaii this fall. Their daughter will be a senior at St. Andrews’ Episcopal boy's school on the cathedral grounds in Honolulu. Last winter Peg and Jack toured the Orient, spending a week in Japan and Hong Kong.

1941

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William I. McClelland (Sally Kuskaiden), 3860 Adams Road, Rochester, Mich.

Those of us who missed the fun at reunion can look forward to our 25th. BO Hollingshead Sceely will be chairman of that great event.

Kitty Bad Willman writes: "We have been in Santa Barbara almost four years and our children are growing up rapidly. John 16 is at Colorado Academy in Denver, Koko 14 in high junior, Zaza in 5th grade, and Tom 4 in nursery school." Jane Holbrook Jewell exhibited her paintings in the Fine Arts Guild show at Weiymouth, Mass., last December. Jane has worked as a medical artist, clinical photographer, art instructor and lecturer and has had articles and medical illustrations published. Her daughter, Leslie 10, likes art work and does mosaic tiling with her mother. Claire Harms Fairley lives in Montreal, where she keeps busy with hospital volunteer work. Lillie. Last winter Peg and Jack toured the Orient, spending a week in Japan and Hong Kong. Margaret Kerr Miller had lunch with Nancy saw Houten McFall when Kerrie went through York, Pa. on a college tour with her daughter. GINNY Chepe and Bobby are married, and the latter was in Detroit for a numismatic convention this August. They agreed all '41ers should start this year on Xmas cards to get everyone back in touch. Ginny also saw Priscilla Darby Westcott at Annapolis this October. Both their husbands were attending class reunions. Carol CABLE is "still at the old stand". the Yankee Pedlar in New London, up to my ears in Xmas catalogues to send out, getting ready for six national ads which will hit the newsstands Oct. 20, and business as usual.

Lori Aliceb Aarons, now that her three children are in school, has returned to WRU in Cleveland to do graduate work in English and Education. Math teachers from the US and Canada heard an address, "The Transition to Modern Mathematics," given by Jeannette Holmes Beach, when they met at the University of Wisconsin this August. Jeannette teaches math in Groton.

Your new correspondent lives near Rochester, a suburb 30 miles from Detroit. We have three boys, 15, 12 and 5. I drive the lovely old Lincoln Continental and do all kinds of around-the-house things, not to mention spending a year at the Univ. of Nevada taking a course at the agricultural school. Bette Knowlton Tyler has taken up skiing with her entire family during the winter months. Georgia P. Pool has a daughter at Connecticut this fall, a son at the Univ. of Minnesota and a 12-year-old Boy Scout. Still she finds time to be a chairman in the Committee on Education and president of the Theta Chi Mothers Club at the University. Peg BaddMcCubbin's husband is Commanding Officer of the Coast Guard Air Detachment at the Naval Air Station, Barbers Point, Oahu, Hawaii. Their son plans to enter the Univ. of Hawaii this fall. Their daughter will be a senior at St. Andrews’ Episcopal boy's school on the cathedral grounds in Honolulu. Last winter Peg and Jack toured the Orient, spending a week in Japan and Hong Kong.

1942

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Paul R. Peak (Jane Worley), 2825 Osie Drive, Alameda, Calif.

PEGGY Mitchell Boyer has two sons in college, one at Regis in Denver, the other at Colorado Academy in Denver. John is at Colorado Academy in Denver, Koko 14 in high junior, Zaza in 5th grade, and Tom 4 in nursery school." Jane Holbrook Jewell exhibited her paintings in the Fine Arts Guild show at Weiymouth, Mass., last December. Jane has worked as a medical artist, clinical photographer, art instructor and lecturer and has had articles and medical illustrations published. Her daughter, Leslie 10, likes art work and does mosaic tiling with her mother. Claire Harms Fairley lives in Montreal, where she keeps busy with hospital volunteer work. Lillie. Last winter Peg and Jack toured the Orient, spending a week in Japan and Hong Kong. Margaret Kerr Miller had lunch with Nancy saw Houten McFall when Kerrie went through York, Pa. on a college tour with her daughter. GINNY Chepe and Bobby are married, and the latter was in Detroit for a numismatic convention this August. They agreed all '41ers should start this year on Xmas cards to get everyone back in touch. Ginny also saw Priscilla Darby Westcott at Annapolis this October. Both their husbands were attending class reunions. Carol CABLE is "still at the old stand". the Yankee Pedlar in New London, up to my ears in Xmas catalogues to send out, getting ready for six national ads which will hit the newsstands Oct. 20, and business as usual.

Lori Aliceb Aarons, now that her three children are in school, has returned to WRU in Cleveland to do graduate work in English and Education. Math teachers from the US and Canada heard an address, "The Transition to Modern Mathematics," given by Jeannette Holmes Beach, when they met at the University of Wisconsin this August. Jeannette teaches math in Groton.

Your new correspondent lives near Rochester, a suburb 30 miles from Detroit. We have three boys, 15, 12 and 5. I drive the lovely old Lincoln Continental and do all kinds of around-the-house things, not to mention spending a year at the Univ. of Nevada taking a course at the agricultural school. Bette Knowlton Tyler has taken up skiing with her entire family during the winter months. Georgia P. Pool has a daughter at Connecticut this fall, a son at the Univ. of Minnesota and a 12-year-old Boy Scout. Still she finds time to be a chairman in the Committee on Education and president of the Theta Chi Mothers Club at the University. Peg BaddMcCubbin's husband is Commanding Officer of the Coast Guard Air Detachment at the Naval Air Station, Barbers Point, Oahu, Hawaii. Their son plans to enter the Univ. of Hawaii this fall. Their daughter will be a senior at St. Andrews’ Episcopal boy's school on the cathedral grounds in Honolulu. Last winter Peg and Jack toured the Orient, spending a week in Japan and Hong Kong.

1943

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William I. McClelland (Sally Kuskaiden), 3860 Adams Road, Rochester, Mich.

Those of us who missed the fun at reunion can look forward to our 25th. BO Hollingshead Sceely will be chairman of that great event.

Kitty Bad Willman writes: "We have been in Santa Barbara almost four years and our children are growing up rapidly. John 16 is at Colorado Academy in Denver, Koko 14 in high junior, Zaza in 5th grade, and Tom 4 in nursery school." Jane Holbrook Jewell exhibited her paintings in the Fine Arts Guild show at Weiymouth, Mass., last December. Jane has worked as a medical artist, clinical photographer, art instructor and lecturer and has had articles and medical illustrations published. Her daughter, Leslie 10, likes art work and does mosaic tiling with her mother. Claire Harms Fairley lives in Montreal, where she keeps busy with hospital volunteer work. Lillie. Last winter Peg and Jack toured the Orient, spending a week in Japan and Hong Kong. Margaret Kerr Miller had lunch with Nancy saw Houten McFall when Kerrie went through York, Pa. on a college tour with her daughter. GINNY Chepe and Bobby are married, and the latter was in Detroit for a numismatic convention this August. They agreed all '41ers should start this year on Xmas cards to get everyone back in touch. Ginny also saw Priscilla Darby Westcott at Annapolis this October. Both their husbands were attending class reunions. Carol CABLE is "still at the old stand". the Yankee Pedlar in New London, up to my ears in Xmas catalogues to send out, getting ready for six national ads which will hit the newsstands Oct. 20, and business as usual.

Lori Aliceb Aarons, now that her three children are in school, has returned to WRU in Cleveland to do graduate work in English and Education. Math teachers from the US and Canada heard an address, "The Transition to Modern Mathematics," given by Jeannette Holmes Beach, when they met at the University of Wisconsin this August. Jeannette teaches math in Groton.

Your new correspondent lives near Rochester, a suburb 30 miles from Detroit. We have three boys, 15, 12 and 5. I drive the lovely old Lincoln Continental and do all kinds of around-the-house things, not to mention spending a year at the Univ. of Nevada taking a course at the agricultural school. Bette Knowlton Tyler has taken up skiing with her entire family during the winter months. Georgia P. Pool has a daughter at Connecticut this fall, a son at the Univ. of Minnesota and a 12-year-old Boy Scout. Still she finds time to be a chairman in the Committee on Education and president of the Theta Chi Mothers Club at the University. Peg BaddMcCubbin's husband is Commanding Officer of the Coast Guard Air Detachment at the Naval Air Station, Barbers Point, Oahu, Hawaii. Their son plans to enter the Univ. of Hawaii this fall. Their daughter will be a senior at St. Andrews’ Episcopal boy's school on the cathedral grounds in Honolulu. Last winter Peg and Jack toured the Orient, spending a week in Japan and Hong Kong.
1941 in Ethiopia, Dale was First Secretary at the American Embassy in Addis Ababa at the time, Sarah is living in Chevy Chase now. Her daughter Sally took the exams for Smith while she and her husband, who is in practice, was admitted to a scholarship. We all send our deepest sympathy to our classmates.

**Correspondent:** Barbara Hellman, Woodruff Rd., West Hartford, Conn.

A week after reunion Ginney King Stevenson and I had our annual July private reunion as summer neighbors in Westbrook. We spent a pleasant afternoon with Nan Chaffee Carmon at her summer home in Black Point, Niantic. We took Ginney to two younger cousins and my niece and nephew to meet Nan’s three younger children. In July Trail, Arnold Kersey came over from Orange. A recent card from her says: “Peggy Spages Yingling and her family spent a week with us in August. Peg is presently going to classes with Alges at the university, Presbyterian Seminary in Pittsburgh with an eye to the field of religious education. After a quickie course in Greek this summer, she rather thinks she might like to teach Greek at seminary in the future. Peg will be a junior in engineering at the atomic division of Westinghouse. They have three girls: Ann 18 just entering Mary Baldwin College in Virginia, June 13 and Molly 9½.

The Beers (June Wood) have made another move to Norfolk. Mary Jane Dow Morton sent a letter from Tokyo. John Morton has an office for Hercules Powder in downtown Tokyo and the Mortons with their 9½ year old son Stephen live in the embassy district. They enjoy the cosmopolitan life of Tokyo and are both gourmets. Ruth Wilson Conn visited Ginney and me for a few hours. Ruthie and her hand is in on designing teaching aids and having mothers groups in for workshops to help on making up said teachers’ aids.” The Traceys planned a trip to Lake Tahoe and Volcanic National Park, partly via trailer. Aigie Adams Hilmer, husband and four daughters moved to Saint Louis, Mo., “way out suburb very near Missouri River.” The parents of Libby DeMerrill Cobb had two “delightful visits with Terry Cervini Mannino at her home in Rome.” Libby enjoys the quieter corner of the church. Muriel Jens Schulz and her family are still at the Coast Guard Academy. Her husband was C.O. of the Eagle this year, going in 1942. Our year 14 along as a junior cadet. Muriel flew over to meet them in Edinburgh for a “glorious vacation.” Jane Shaw Kalkbort finds suburban living “delightful, if somewhat confined,” what framework is needed for not becoming involved in meetings and such is now two, and our answer to nuclear energy.

From Al Fager Wallace: “We are still living a full and challenging life in our beloved Arizona, enjoying mostly every moment of raising three teenage girls (two in high school) and have lately joined the inner sanctum of Little League parents. Our young 30 year old surprise baby Jamie is pure delight for the whole family. I am serving on boards for the Arizona Foundation for Blind Children and Self Aid Workshop and chairing this year’s education program for the Junior League. We manage occasional trips to San Francisco and Las Vegas and will take the family to Mexico in August.” Jackie Pinney Dunbar has moved to the Buffalo area and likes it “although it puts us 400 miles from all relatives and old friends.” Norma Pike Taft writes: “Charles Eliot 15 is entering high school this year. His eyes begin to turn collegeward and we have crossed our fingers early. Stephen 9 enters 4th grade.”

In Kansas City, Mo., Corky Townley Vollertsen has been busy again in summer stock, playing the lead in “Send Me No Flowers” and working on costumes and set dressing for other shows. She’s secretary of the Bain Players, in charge of fund raising for next year’s season. Barbara Waldman Youngblood has lived in Cleveland seven years and has two boys, one in 9th grade and one in 5th—both star swimmers and boy scouts. Bob is busier each year with his portrait work, which he does in a studio at home. Lived in Cleveland for a couple of hours in Washington, D.C. this summer. She has six wonderful children.”

**Correspondent:** Mrs. Neil D. Josephson (Elise Abrahams), 85 Forest St., New Britain, Conn.

Mrs. Orin C. Witter (Marion Kane), 38 Brookline Drive, West Hartford, Conn.

1944

**Co-correspondents:** Mrs. Neil D. Josephson (Elise Abrahams), 85 Forest St., New Britain, Conn.

1946

**Correspondent:** Mrs. William T. Ashton (Jane Fullerton), Elm Knoll Farm, RD 4, Ballston Spa, N.Y.

Betsy Healy has a new job as a social work consultant with the N. Y. Heart Asn and an office in Brooklyn. Now living in Essex, Conn., Paige Carroll McClurg was able to show her children the college campus and saw Joan Paul Loomis during the summer. Lucy Block Heumann has been playing lots of golf. Deedee’s oldest boy, John, plays golf every winter and is interested in art; Billy is the youngest. They are still working on plans for a new home and Deedee is taking a jewelry course. Joan Paul Loomis later visited Deedee in Louisville. Having started 14½ years ago in Pennsylvania and made an elongated circle around the country, Dana Davis Magee is on her way back from Washington to Allentown, Pa. From Binghamton Marie Ann Bloomer Patterson says their dividend baby, Julie Ann, 13 mos. old, is the light of their lives and adored by David 14, Susan 12 and Don 8½. Marie Ann has used her as a reason to say no to community jobs but now has the Public Relations and Publicity Chairmanship of the Binghamton Girls Club. Dito Grimmett Wite is moving to Washington, D. C. because Roger has a new job as Regional Manager Defense Marketing, Univar Div, Sperry-Rand Corp. Linda Bartlett Montford tells of a full and happy life in Glen Head, N. Y. Her husband Monty is an attorney with a law firm in Mineola. Linda has had many satisfying activities—Brownie leader, Girl Scout leader, town School teacher, choir mother, a member of PTA and of numerous drives. Linda’s oldest, Ted, is now a freshman at Marietta College in Ohio; Lucia and Linda 16 are juniors in high school. She took the girls to visit colleges and, of course, Connecticut was first on the list. Bea Littlefield Lipp is on a program for Laurie, their 7-year-old, brain-injured child, at the Rehabilitation Center in Philadelphia. Bea says the results on brain-injured children and just plain reading problems are fantastic.

The class extends its deepest sympathy to all her family on the death of Ann Ordway Drier.

**Correspondent:** Mrs. Merritt W. Olson (Shirley Reese), 5656 Dume Drive, Malibu, Calif.

**BORN:** to Albert and Betty Benjamin McGintock a third child, second daughter, Joyce, in February; to Bob and Ellie Allen Meyer a daughter, Anne Allen, on May 15.

**CORRESPONDENT:** Mrs. Neil D. Josephson (Elise Abrahams), 85 Forest St., New Britain, Conn.

1944

**CO-CORRESPONDENTS:** Mrs. Neil D. Josephson (Elise Abrahams), 85 Forest St., New Britain, Conn.

1946

**CORRESPONDENT:** Mrs. William T. Ashton (Jane Fullerton), Elm Knoll Farm, RD 4, Ballston Spa, N. Y.

Betsy Healy has a new job as a social work consultant with the N. Y. Heart Asn and an office in Brooklyn. Now living in Essex, Conn., Paige Carroll McClurg was able to show her children the college campus and saw Joan Paul Loomis during the summer. Lucy Block Heumann has been playing lots of golf. Deedee’s oldest boy, John, plays golf every winter and is interested in art; Billy is the youngest. They are still working on plans for a new home and Deedee is taking a jewelry course. Joan Paul Loomis later visited Deedee in Louisville. Having started 14½ years ago in Pennsylvania and made an elongated circle around the country, Dana Davis Magee is on her way back from Washington to Allentown, Pa. From Binghamton Marie Ann Bloomer Patterson says their dividend baby, Julie Ann, 13 mos. old, is the light of their lives and adored by David 14, Susan 12 and Don 8½. Marie Ann has used her as a reason to say no to community jobs but now has the Public Relations and Publicity Chairmanship of the Binghamton Girls Club. Dito Grimmett Wite is moving to Washington, D. C. because Roger has a new job as Regional Manager Defense Marketing, Univar Div, Sperry-Rand Corp. Linda Bartlett Montford tells of a full and happy life in Glen Head, N. Y. Her husband Monty is an attorney with a law firm in Mineola. Linda has had many satisfying activities—Brownie leader, Girl Scout leader, town School teacher, choir mother, a member of PTA and of numerous drives. Linda’s oldest, Ted, is now a freshman at Marietta College in Ohio; Lucia and Linda 16 are juniors in high school. She took the girls to visit colleges and, of course, Connecticut was first on the list. Bea Littlefield Lipp is on a program for Laurie, their 7-year-old, brain-injured child, at the Rehabilitation Center in Philadelphia. Bea says the results on brain-injured children and just plain reading problems are fantastic.

The class extends its deepest sympathy to all her family on the death of Ann Ordway Drier.

**CORRESPONDENT:** Mrs. Merritt W. Olson (Shirley Reese), 5656 Dume Drive, Malibu, Calif.

**BORN:** to Albert and Betty Benjamin McGintock a third child, second daughter, Joyce, in February; to Bob and Ellie Allen Meyer a daughter, Anne Allen, on May 15.
ADOPTED: by Fletcher and Annis Gilmore Williams in Omaha, Neb. on July 24 a first baby, Sara Ann. Betty Benjamin McClintock by Fletcher and Annis Gilmore Williams in Omaha, Neb. on July 24 a first baby, Sara Ann.

Betty Benjamin McClintock

Bob's transfer to the Coast Guard headquarters in D. C. In June, John and for the most part is busy with ballet, Brownies, etc. Elizabeth Williams has acquired a 1962 Corgi which Bill took to Dallas, Texas with Jan as passenger and assistant navigator. Joan Reinhart Stroker's husband Bob is a vice president of his firm in Concord, N. C. Sherry 12½ is trying hard to be a teenager and a housewoman; Sally is 9½ and Nancy 2½, a combination to keep any mother busy.

Polly Amrine has left the San Francisco Bay area and the Blind Brides Foundation to become part of the Afro-Anglo-American Program, a joint project of Teachers College, Columbia and the University of London. The first semester in New York, the second semester in London, and then go to an English speaking part of Africa to teach teachers-to-be. Polly hopes to teach in her field of early childhood education. Before leaving the west coast, she saw Max and Phylli Barns; Tilden and their four: Nancy 9, Jane 6, Max "Bo" 5 and Bill 3. Phyll is still a World Federalist and is busy in local school affairs. Polly drove east in her VW with Nancy Morrow Nee. Nancy had just finished the work for her M.A. in library science at U.C. Polly visited Nat Shattuck Harper in Portland, Me. There are Faith and Liz, 9 and 6, and David. Sherry Cornwell Lintfield came over for an hour or so with her two younger ones: Anne 10, and Ronny 8. Polly spent some time with Bill and Helen "Goz!" Colegrove Nesbit and their young. Both Nesbits are active in the local Flouter of SANE. Polly visited Don and Cal Blocker Lane in Salt Point, N. Y. A few days after this, Pol had lunch with Edy Aschaffenburg in Akron and her two daughters: Margaret 5, Kathy 2½ and Anne 6 mos.

The Wilhelms have recently moved to a new house in Mt. Kisco. The Wilhelms have recently moved to a new house in Mt. Kisco.

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Robert P. Katz (Claire Goldschmidt), 143 North Whitney St., Hartford, Conn.

BORN: to Jim and Anita Tobyljen Mullen a first child, Thomas, on Nov. 11, 61 in Saigon, Vietnam; to Bill and Mary Martha Suckling Shors a third child, second son, Charles R., in July.

The Mullens have been living in Huf, the ancient capital of Vietnam, for the past two years, Jim being in the foreign service. Anita Tobyljen Mullen, despite its proximity to the demilitarized zone, the influx of American military personnel and the war all around it, Huf remains essentially a quiet, rather pleasant small town.

M. M. Suckling Shors and her family and my own brood met recently. Under the auspices of the Junior League, M. M. is spending one morning each week mounting slides for the Hartford Art School. M. M. was just back from a short trip to Halifax.

Last June the N. Y. Times had an article about Doreen Ora and her family, occupied by the removal of her youngest sister from Hong Kong under the new refugee quota. Doreen is working as a writer on the Today TV show. Alex and Doria Cramer have taken up residence in Asheville, N. C., where Alex began private practice of medicine last July. Bob and Ria Jo Rinella Bornat and their children 6 and 3 have joined the ranks of suburban homemakers as a result of Bob's transfer to the Coast Guard headquarters in D. C. In June, John and Jo Willard Nesteruk made their annual visit...
to Don and Jus Shepherd Freud in Summit, N. J. Jus invited Neil and Helen PtllJ/ovichTwomey and their family. Pavy was told that Lester and Cblox Bissel Jones have done an amazing job at redecorating their new (old) home in Chatham.

Roldad Northup Cameron last year re-painted and papered several bedrooms. This summer she joined a golf club near her home, her husband, participated in a golf tournament in Washington in mid-June. Joan Andrew White and her family spent six weeks vacationing at Weekapaug, R. I. this summer. Cameron and Joan Truscott Clark spent a weekend on a boat somewhere in Long Island Sound. Joanie generally finds herself rather housebound this summer. Cameron and Joan Truscott Clark last spring and in a junior high in Valley Stream where the student body numbers a little under two thousand. For the time being, Katie and Mrs. W. are renting an apartment in a two family house in Far Rockaway. In August Betty Gardner visited them. When Harvey and Lois Allen Suffer brought their daughter Robin to visit Joan Truscott Clark and husband, they created a sensation in that household of boys. Loie and Hary have purchased a colonial in West Hartford. Sue Brownstein Grody and husband joined them on a trip. The Grodys on their various trips have amassed a fine small collection of original paintings, lithographs and tiles. I plan to take pictures of the results before we start our own. Betty Sager Burlem (Betty Sager) took time out of her busy Junior Women's Club activities to take 3 visits from two '51 classmates. Jack Tucker Zenker and Bob, an avid builder of boats, had designed and built several years ago. Our class treasurer is not only efficient but she writes thank-you's for class dues, a third child, second son, William Bertrand Jr., on June 9 in NYC; to Rod and Guynowe Doyle Hamsaker a second son in April in Cleveland; to Bill and Pre Sprague Bailey a second daughter, Pamela Jean, on Sept. 24; to Phil and Gretchen Taylor Kingman a fourth child, third son, Douglas Henry, on Sept. 25; to Brooks and Carol Lee Blake John Jr. a son, Timmy Ramsey, on July 20.
the family to her folks' home in Cali, Colombia for a month this past September. Ed and Pam Keilt Laak took their three children without kids to Lake Tahoe. While Ed Baumgartner sailed to Europe and back aboard the Coast Guard Academy's training ship Eagle (he's an instructor), Peggy DeTar Baumgartner took a trip in Europe, too. Travelling to Edinburgh, London, Antwerp and Amsterdam, she met Ed where possible and then met Regina Tate for a trip by car into Germany. Regina remained in Europe to teach at an Air Force school in England. Peggy went to Pakistan last summer and expects to visit Egypt at Christmas.

Fair winds literally blew Chet and Sally Lane Braman into New London this fall in their new 35'-sloop. They brought the boat up from Darien one weekend and bought the boys up the following weekend for a cruise to Block Island. After a two week vacation in Rockport, Mass., this fall, Marcia Bernstein Steigel settled into her new apartment in Waterford, Conn. and is working in the admissions office. Mush, John and Barbara Rice Katibiak and I formed a strong bloc of '54 at Alumnae Day luncheon in October. Lee Zeichner Einemler joined us later, having come from Brooklyn for the day. Joan Abbott returned in June after a leave of absence from teaching in Philadelphia. She says, "Last September I stepped out of my scientific field and into the field of social work for three months. I accompanied a woman who took a trip around the world on behalf of the NY Zoological Society to the Galapagos Islands to collect specimens of the rare and nearly extinct giant land tortoises and lizards.

1956

CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William W. Baker, Jr. (Barbara Hostage), 111 Highland Ave., Cheshire, Conn.

TO: Aubry and Sally Bartlett Reeves a second child, first daughter, Sarah Hashbrouck, on Mar. 10; to Dave and Judy Gregory Bower a third child, second daughter, Martha Hopkins, on May 13; to Brad and Nancy Stewart Roberts a son, Stewart Bradford, on June 4; to Herb and Joan Gaddy Abreu a third child, first daughter, Laura Jean, on Aug. 9; to Dick and Vicky Sherman May a second son, Steven Clarke, on Apr. 14.

The Reeves (Sally Bartlett) live in Idaho at the Mountain Home Air Force Base, where they are navigators in SAC. On their move there from Florida, they had a leisurely trip through parts of the country they had never seen. The Bowes (Judy Gregory) live in St. Louis, where Dave is a reporter for the St. Louis Post Dispatch. Herb and Joan Gaddy Abreu are still living in Williamsburg, where Herb is technical supervisor of the chemical engineering division at Hercules Powder Co. On the same day Steven was born, Dick and Vicky Sherman May moved into a brick ranch house they had just purchased. Dick is working as Executive Director of the Town and Country Branch of the YMCA.

Dean and Ann Lindsay Boudey returned from their trip in Helsinki, where Dean had a Fulbright to teach English in the Finnish secondary schools. Before they came home, they took a three-month trip traveling through Europe. They had a nice visit with Sally Sauer Young in Landsburg, Germany. Back now in Whittier, Calif., Dean is teaching at the high school. They have a 17-year-old Finnish girl living with them for the school year and attending the high school. Martin and Judy Root/Shore and their two children, Lisa and Martin Jr., love living in Denver. They spent two weeks last winter skiing at Aspen. Bill and I spent our Christmas in September enjoying the scenery, the bracing water and the wonderful restaurants. Now we're back at Cheshire Academy where we ride herd on our eight boys living upstairs. We get a new ready-made family every fall.

1957

CO-CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. Robert A. Johnson (Judith Crouch), 83 Hilltop Road, Mystic, Conn.

Dorothy A. Dederick, 1053 North Farms Road, Wallingford, Conn.

MARRIED: Nancy Stevens to Richard Purdy on May 5; Judy Clark to Ilio John Smullen in San Francisco; Aude Destino to Allan Hartman in Cambridge, Mass. on June 16; to Keith to Edmund Arthur LeFevre in Wilmington, Del., on Aug. 18.
1958

CO-CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. Edson Beckwith (Jane Houseman), 175 West 93rd St., New York 25, N. Y.

Mrs. Richard Emerson (Elizabth Ann), 405 West 72nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

Mrs. John Pat Turley Nighswander (Jane Houseman), 175 West 93rd St., New York 25, N. Y.

Mrs. Richard Emerson (Martha Ann), 405 West 72nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

BORN: to John and Peg Morris Stokes a son, Alan, Earle Bigham Jr., on Aug. 6; to Ted and Janie Houseman Beckwith a son, John Emerson, on Aug. 13; to Louis B. and Beverly Jean Caulin a son, Louis B. Caulin, on Sept. 9; to John and Jean Luene Carlson a second daughter, Kimberly Jean, on Feb. 9; to Donald and Jean Turner Taub a daughter, Katherine Taub, on March 27.

From the Department of Justice, Marilyn Coben reports her June 1950 marriage to Sandland "Spider" Webb of Yale Law Alumni business.

Jane Houseman Beckwith, who is an assistant to the Freshman Dean at Harvard, are living in Harvard Yard. Peg plans to teach French in a nearby junior high. Anne Hutchinson Silver and Dick are now living in Woodstock, Vt., and are expected to finish at Harvard Business Grad School.

MARRIED: Margaret (Peggy) Brown Gunness to Peter Gunness on Aug. 13; Anne Hutchinson Silver to Richard M. Silven on June 22; Barbara Daley Gilcrest to Hoyt J. Goodrich on June 16; David Kellogg to Robert Schnier Jr. on June 9; Betty M. Randall to Richard M. Silven on June 22; Anne Richardson Johnson to John Tener III on July 31; to John and Jan Blackwell Bent a son, John Peale, on June 15; to Skip and Marjorie Barrows John a daughter, Mariby Blair, in November '51; to Bill and Carolyn Jones MacDermott a second child, first son, Michael Dennis, on Apr. 5, '61; to Peter and Suzie Rike a son, David Albert, on April 28; to John and Carol Bayfield Garbutt a second daughter, Carol Ann, on June 5; to Bob and Marjorie Brab Gripp a daughter, Catherine Birdwell, on July 4.

Peggy Brown Gunness and her husband, who are assistant to the Freshman Dean at Harvard, are living in Harvard Yard. Peg plans to teach French in a nearby junior high. Anne Hutchinson Silver and Dick are now living in Woodstock, Vt., and are expected to finish at Harvard Business Grad School.

Annie G. Brown was married to Claude H. Dill in Westfield, N. Y. on April 28. Dick has recently moved to Rochester.

From the Department of Justice, Marilyn Coben reports her June 1950 marriage to Sandland "Spider" Webb of Yale Law Alumni business.

Jane Houseman Beckwith, who is an assistant to the Freshman Dean at Harvard, are living in Harvard Yard. Peg plans to teach French in a nearby junior high. Anne Hutchinson Silver and Dick are now living in Woodstock, Vt., and are expected to finish at Harvard Business Grad School.

MARRIED: Margaret (Peggy) Brown Gunness to Peter Gunness on Aug. 13; Anne Hutchinson Silver to Richard M. Silven on June 22; Barbara Daley Gilcrest to Hoyt J. Goodrich on June 16; David Kellogg to Robert Schnier Jr. on June 9; Betty M. Randall to Richard M. Silven on June 22; Anne Richardson Johnson to John Tener III on July 31; to John and Jan Blackwell Bent a son, John Peale, on June 15; to Skip and Marjorie Barrows John a daughter, Mariby Blair, in November '51; to Bill and Carolyn Jones MacDermott a second child, first son, Michael Dennis, on Apr. 5, '61; to Peter and Suzie Rike a son, David Albert, on April 28; to John and Carol Bayfield Garbutt a second daughter, Carol Ann, on June 5; to Bob and Marjorie Brab Gripp a daughter, Catherine Birdwell, on July 4.

Peggy Brown Gunness and her husband, who are assistant to the Freshman Dean at Harvard, are living in Harvard Yard. Peg plans to teach French in a nearby junior high. Anne Hutchinson Silver and Dick are now living in Woodstock, Vt., and are expected to finish at Harvard Business Grad School.

MARRIED: Margaret (Peggy) Brown Gunness to Peter Gunness on Aug. 13; Anne Hutchinson Silver to Richard M. Silven on June 22; Sara Kellogg to Hoyt J. Goodrich on June 16 in Middlebury, Conn.; Mary Langacker to James F. Robertson on Apr. 28; Harriet Good to Donald O. Swenson on June 9 in Lawrence, Kansas; Gay Harrett to Charles Leffel on June 2 in Windsor, Conn.; Jean McCarthy to John Marshall; Ann McLure to Robert Schieren Jr. on June 23 in Warsaw, N. Y.; Sydney Moore to Rudolph Ditschol; Pat Tarley to Andrew Nighswander on Sept. 8 in Meredith, N. H.
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The matron of honor was the famous Olympic ski star, Penny Pitou Zimmerman. In July, John Fortin Sherman, Marcia Fortin Sherman’s husband, an ensign in Air Training Command, is currently a research fellow in Texas until they are sent to Norfolk where they plan to be for three years. Judy Etchberger Graver III is temporarily staying at home before she joins Jay in October in California, Eugene, where he is an Assistant Attache of the U.S. Embassy. Katherine Usher Henderson and family are now living in Brooklyn. Her husband works for Chase Manhattan Bank. Herb and Mervyn Waterstrom Gross will be in Chapel Hill for two more years while Herb completes his residency in psychiatry at North Carolina Memorial Hospital. Nancy Dehch Leavant’s daughter was born while E. J. was in the Antarctic on the Eastwind. Now E. J. is at the Grad school at MIT where the Coast Guard is sending him for three years of school. Pamela DeGennaro has once again lived in Panama. Rogelio was with Time-Life and together they travelled continuously from Guatemala to Lima, Peru, as he was in charge of this area. Traveling stopped for Pam when her son was born. They are now living in an old wooden Spanish colonial tropical house on stilts. Pam is giving English classes on a patio under the house. In August Susan Rite Day got her M.A. in sociology from Boston Univ. She and family are now living in a farmhouse in Delaware while Pete studies for his Ph.D. in Social Psychology. While thumbing through a fashion magazine, I saw a striking and chic Elliott Adams displaying a beautiful sable jacket. Elliott was in New York for a while after acquiring much modelling experience in Paris. Betsy Regan worked for the Dept. of the Army while abroad. Ann Warner received her B.S. from Cornell School of Nursing and in August left for Africa to serve three years in a mission in Southern Rhodesia under the United Church Board for World Missions. Olga Leborich obtained her M.A. in French at Middlebury this fall and is teaching there. In December she visited her family in Mexico. Mary Hirsh (Mimmy) Matthews is set up in a beautiful and spacious apartment in San Francisco. She is again happily engaged in work in leprosy research at the University of California Medical Center. Lolly Espy Parkhurst and Bill are living in a rented home on the Coast. Ann Sidel Craig, after a honeymoon in Bermuda, slipped on some stairs and broke her left foot. Mended now, she is ensconced in a garden apartment in New Rochelle.

Margaret Johnson Neris and family have moved in the last nine months from Edwards AFB in California to Schilling AFB in Kansas to Ticonderoga, where John is now "happily a civilian again" and planning to work in professional career at International Paper Co. Margot Seborg Southerland reports that plans are under way for our fourth reunion this June. The Southerland family is moving to Princeton, N. J. John offers a job at Princeton Univ. in a technical field involving research and administration work. He resigned from the Navy after 9½ years. Margot is thoroughly enjoying her year-old daughter. She saw Ann Cleary Bland and her son, John Jr. in Baltimore where she lived her fourth year at Women’s Medical College in Philadelphia, doing summer intern work.

Sally Klein Kreimer lives in Tallahassee, Fla., where her husband teaches at the Univ. of Florida. Joella Waterlin Zivin and husband Larry have taken up residence in Seattle, Wash, where Larry is interning at King County Hospital. Carol Garbutt and John have bought the ocean in Jacksonville, Fla., where Johnny is interning at the Duval Medical Center. Bob and Marjorie Crisp are living in El Paso, Texas, where Bob is in the Air Force. Mary Elsbree Hoffman’s husband John is actively taking part in the race to space working at the Astro-Electronics Division of RCA in Princeton, N. J. Teaching school are: Mary Mason at Northfield School for Girls, Mary Byrne at an elementary school associated with the Golden Gate Bridge from San Francisco, Lynn Graves Mitchell, who is also having fun decorating a newly-built house in Pasadena, and Cynthia Beach, who is living at home and teaching kindergarten at Yale’s experimental school. Phyllis Lohrland is now working for Life Magazine. John and Sue has a son born in August who quite a bit of Barrie Quin, who lives in NYC, and Emily Wade Kittross when Emily can get a baby sitter for 7-month old Laura. Katie Garrett spent the summer travelling around the U. S. Besides Katie, summer visitors to the West Coast were Connie Snelling and Marty Olin. Diane Miller works for "Previews, Inc.," a posh real estate firm in NYC. Dale Woodruff had a swim party not so long ago and lots of K. B’s were there: Ginger Reed, Marty Olin, Peggens Poole, Ann German Dobbs, Margot Rowell, Muffy Hallowell Huntington, Mary Welford Tobor, and their respective husbands. Ann Lamborn Baker is now living in Philadelphia while her husband Fred interns at Germantown Hospital. Alice Grumback live in Chicago, where she works on one of the suburban papers. Joella Zivin and Larry recently camped out at Mt. Rainier, Wash. Jim and Bob and their husband in Chicago had to be evacuated during the worst of the fighting in northern Rhodesia. Sue had spent two years in Africa. Sally Klein Kreimer is now living in Pensacola, Fla., where Steve is in training at the Naval Air Station. After a year of graduate studies at Mt. Holyoke, Janie MacDonald is doing research in Seattle. Carol Repoussin, working in Katongo, Congo, for the State Dept., had to be evacuated during the worst of the fighting in northern Rhodesia. Kent E. is now back in Elizabethville. Ann Connor Polley and Ralph are living in New London, where Ralph is working as a physicist with the Navy Underwater Sound Lab. Sue has returned from Japan while Em and Sue have seen her through the thrones of her paper but loving Berkeley. Mo also ran into Jamie Singleton Snyder, who was working for an insurance company while Steve completed his tour of duty. "This tour is looking as interesting as ever," was leaving to spend the summer in New York but is now back in San Francisco. Mo reported on Alumni’s fall play which our class was well represented by Pat Wertheim Abrams; Joan Wertheim Kersz-Beynum, and Sue recently returned from San Francisco; Sue Tusevoff, full of wonderful stories of Hong Kong. Sue is now studying at the Columbia School of Social Work along with Liz Hood Wilson. Polly Kurtz-Baynum, after two years as a junior high school librarian, is using her talents to teach Latin to her daughter, Del. Jean Crawford Fishburne, after summer school at the Citadel, is teaching 6th grade English in Charleston. Jean and John have a son, John Jr. I am teaching a course in Christian Drama at the Presbyterian Church here and taking a course in acting techniques. We had a nice visit with Clet Willard, who came to visit John and Lois Pettey McDonald. They said Diana Bassett Perron and Bobby have left for Zurich, Bobby received a fellowship for further study in the graphic arts and the Perrons will be abroad for a year. We were seeing Cammy Richards Larrey and Lou that
night. Lou is teaching in New London High School. I visited Carol Plants de Ben while I was visiting in Newton and social work activities connected with her courses at Western Reserve School of Applied Social Sciences.

1961

CORRESPONDENT: Lois Waplington, Kings Drive, Old Westbury, N. Y.

MARRIED: Sue Tally to Arden Kingsbury Buchholz Jr. on July 7 in Manhasset, N. Y.; Abby Clement to Bruce LePage on July 7 in Chappaqua, N. Y.; James James to Thomas W. Turnage on June 23; Robert (Bobbi) Siegel to David Fari on June 30 in Great Neck, N. Y.; Mary Davis to Richard Cooke Jr. in Richmond, Va. on June 23; Deborah Jordan to David Grant in Westfield, N. J. on June 15; Nancy Letson to Peter Carl Huff on July 7; Miriam (Mimi) Monalton to Anthony O. Tyler on June 2; Linda Tallmadge to John Mitchell on June 2; Linda Campbell Jr. to Jone R. Campbell Jr. on June 16; Jeanne Hargreaves to Ralph Graham on Aug. 4; Aug. 4; Sally Morris to Kent Hewes Collins on Aug. 25; Ellen Garland to John Wilson on May 30; Judy Johnson to Roger Pitkin in July 1961.

BORN: to John and Catherine Burrows Giger a daughter, Kristin Elizabeth, on May 1; to John and Nancy Middlebrook Baty a son, John, on May 26; to Lin and Robyn Foster Spaulding a son, Lincoln Brooks, on Sept. 15.

Ann Deckers was in Abby Clement LePage's wedding party. In June Abby completed her graduate work at Columbia and Lexington School for the Deaf. She is presently teaching the deaf in White Plains while Bruce completes a six-month hitch in the service in Tennessee. Thomas and Jane James Turner are living in Maryland. Janet completed her graduate work at Berkeley in June. Her husband is assistant professor of psychology at the Univ. of Maryland. David and Roberta Siegel Farr honeymooned in Europe during July and August. David is studying medicine at Bellevue Hospital while Bobbi continues psychological research and work toward her Master's degree at NYU. Trek Looney Nichols was Debbie Jordan Grant's maid of honor and Saizy Tucker was a bridesmaid. Nancy Larson Huff's maid of honor was Helen Lapham. The Huffs have settled in Dallas, Texas. Nancy was graduated from the Harvard-Radcliffe Program in Business Administration in June. Anthony and Mimi Monalton Tyler are living in Groton, Mass. John and Linda Tallmadge Mitchell reside in Berkeley, Cal., where John is studying. John and Cheryl Caubing Campbell have bought a home in Milburn, N. J. Cheryl's free time is spent in making home improvements. Junior League work and keeping it tune with a local singing group. In Evanston, Ill. is the home of Kent and Sally Morris Collins, Judy Johnson Pitkin

was graduated from the Univ. of California in June '61 and is now living in Oakland. Her younger sister is in Los Waplington's fourth grade class. Since July John and Catherine Burrows Giger have been in Japan where he has been granted status as a layman with the World Council of Churches in Geneva. In June, with their three-week-old son, Nancy Middlebrook Baty and John drove to Houston, Texas, where John is doing post-residency work at the Texas Medical Center.

Gente Lombard, still teaching in Hong Kong, spent the summer in Japan as a participant in the International Friendship Festival. She is now back in the United States teaching psychology to the deaf in White Plains and is making plans for a return trip to Japan in December for skiing. Pat Reede recently went to Hong Kong to work for the government. Betty Burger left New York for Berkeley, Cal., where she is employed by a doctor of preventive medicine. Randy Whitman is back in Long Lake, Minn., teaching school. Martine Latour returned from Europe and is working for three psychologists in New York. Bob and Margie Fisher Howard left for Germany at the end of September for a two and a half year tour of duty with the Army. Joan Goldstein is pursuing a graduate degree in social work at Catholic University in Washington, D. C. Busy New Yorkers include Gay Nahn, teaching English at the Professional Children's School; Marcia Silverman, working for the artist, Rene Bouché; and Aisby Manwaring, executive secretary to the vice-president of Parsons & Whittomc Inc. Ayseh lives with Liz Margold '62. Judy Ensign, with the American Radio Traffic Department, is attending Hunter College working toward her Master's. In June Judy visited Susan Foster McCall in Charlottesville, Va. Sue's husband is attending the Univ. of Virginia Law School.

Lorrin Liebman returned to Connecticut and graduated with the class of '62. After a confused status as ex '61 and '62, she is now officially a member of our class. Presently living in White Plains, N. Y., Lorrin is a social caseworker for the Westchester County Dept. of Family and Child Welfare. Lorrin Patrou was graduated from Bradfield College and is working as an assistant accountant for a small ad agency in New York. Jane Develin is working at Penn. in Philadelphia. Judy Vanmool is in Chicago working for an architectural firm. Judy comes to New York some time in August. Carol Williams McGrew was married in June 1959 and is the mother of two little girls, Susan and Joan. Her husband Edward (Dusty) Kellogg is working for an architectural firm. Sue Johnson takes the secretarial-business course at Columbia and is working for the Mathematics Dept. at the Univ. of Chicago. Judy Johnson Pitkin has a teaching assistantship at the Univ. of Indiana. Roberta Buchholz's sister was married in June, and is now living in New Haven. Roberta is working for an architect. Dolly Macio is an "old maid school teacher" in Flanders, Conn. after spending the summer working for her education credits at Southern Connecticut. Sachi Marui took the secretarial-business course at Radcliffe this summer and is now employed at the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge. She is in love with Cambridge and her job and is taking a night course in German at Harvard. Barbara Plate was a teaching assistantship at the Univ. of Indiana after working as a bank teller this summer. She will spend two years working for her M.A. in Botany. Carole Root Col is working as a secretary for the Mathematics Dept. at the Univ. of Kansas. Roberta Buchholz's sister took a summer job in Plymouth, Mass. while her husband completed his studies at Tufts School of Medicine. They are living in Halifax, Mass. Sally Scott spent three glorious months in Europe this summer and as of Oct. 6 was looking for a job in NYC. Scotty is taking an elementary course in German at NYU this semester. Marion Stafford is living at home and teaching first grade in Baltimore. She spent an "enchanted" month in Europe this summer. Virginia Wardner is travelling in Greece and Egypt this fall with Susan Hall. In November Ginny plans to settle in Geneva, Switzerland, where she has a job as a working Fellow with the Junior Year Abroad Program of the Presbyterian Church. Jane Weller spent the summer as a secretary at a bank in Washington and is now settled in New York for Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith Inc. and portfolio analysis trainee. Rosemary Wilton is living in Hartford, Conn. and working at the Wadsworth Athenaeum. Jan Wright is enthusiastic about a summer job at Cleveland's West Side Community House and social work activities connected with her courses at Western Reserve School of Applied Social Sciences.

1962


MARRIED: Joan Dickinson to Jerome Karter on July 7 in Riverside, Conn.; Carole Root to Charles J. Cole; Cynthia Sacknoff to Robert S. Gould on June 17 in Portland, Me.

Texas while her husband is working in New Haven and is now on a two-month trip through Europe with her parents. Joan Dickinson is teaching first grade in Hartford and enjoying her work after a summer of leisure. Connie Kauffman is living at home and working for a teacher's certificate which she will get in August. Dolly Macio is an "old maid school teacher" in Flanders, Conn. after spending the summer working for her education credits at Southern Connecticut. Sachi Marui took the secretarial-business course at Radcliffe this summer and is now employed at the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge. She is in love with Cambridge and her job and is taking a night course in German at Harvard. Barbara Plate was a teaching assistantship at the Univ. of Indiana after working as a bank teller this summer. She will spend two years working for her M.A. in Botany. Carole Root Col is working as a secretary for the Mathematics Dept. at the Univ. of Kansas. Roberta Buchholz's sister took a summer job in Plymouth, Mass. while her husband completed his studies at Tufts School of Medicine. They are living in Halifax, Mass. Sally Scott spent three glorious months in Europe this summer and as of Oct. 6 was looking for a job in NYC. Scotty is taking an elementary course in German at NYU this semester. Marion Stafford is living at home and teaching first grade in Baltimore. She spent an "enchanted" month in Europe this summer. Virginia Wardner is travelling in Greece and Egypt this fall with Susan Hall. In November Ginny plans to settle in Geneva, Switzerland, where she has a job as a working Fellow with the Junior Year Abroad Program of the Presbyterian Church. Jane Weller spent the summer as a secretary at a bank in Washington and is now settled in New York for Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith Inc. and portfolio analysis trainee. Rosemary Wilton is living in Hartford, Conn. and working at the Wadsworth Athenaeum. Jan Wright is enthusiastic about a summer job at Cleveland's West Side Community House and social work activities connected with her courses at Western Reserve School of Applied Social Sciences.
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